
Colour Palette



Profile Page Design



User Profile Page Fields

- Email
- First Name
- Last Name
- Country/City Location
- Github Enabled Boolean flag
- Payment enabled flag 
- Active/Inactive flag
- Profile (description of user details)
- Hourly Rate
- List of skills (java, html etc.)

- Experiences:
- Institution (uni or work)
- Role (degree or job role)
- Description
- Start date, end date

Company Profile Page Fields

- Email
- Company Name
- Country/City Location
- Github Enabled Boolean flag
- Payment enabled flag 
- Active/Inactive flag
- Profile (description of user details)

Below is a list of fields required on the profile page. The same profile design should be applicable for both users and 
companies, in other words the components used should be shared for the fields that are similar or the same and new 
components used for any additional fields that user has but company doesn’t (so they can easily be appended in the same 
view)

Profile Page Fields



Feature List Item Design



Task list Item Design



Feature Page

Parts to be ignored:
1. Linked Issues section
2. Eye in the top right
3. Attachments section
4. In the description it can be text
Only, no need for code format.
5. Ignore the development section on 
The right side
6. Buttons under the title (attachments,
Link, elipses can all be skipped)



Task Page

Parts to be ignored:
1. Eye in the top right

Parts to be changed:
1. Where the development section
is popped out, include that below
The reporter section on the right 
Side. 



Contract Page



Project Pills SideBar

This should be implemented as a selectable
Sidebar pill where each selection triggers
A page change on the right side. This does
Not need an actual page change but should
Be editable to contain it. You can use bootstrap
Pills for this. 


